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2me239 mechanics of the cell

3me239 mechanics of the cell

I just wanted to send you a quick message concerning the last homework. Most of you did really
well. For those of you who lost points I’d like to remind you that you can talk to either me or Ellen
about the grading, the problems you had with the homework, and ideas for improvement. I try to
grade as fair and consistent as I can, if you still feel that something is off, please let me know.

On a different note, I had the impression that to some of you who lost points the problem was
not quiet clear. If that is the case, please send me an email and ask me for help or clarification
the next time. I cannot help once you submitted your homework.

Lastly, I’d like to discuss a few common mistakes. Some of you got units wrong and lost points
that way. Although you may think that is a minor point and I know what units you meant, I consider
units an integral part of the result, so please make sure you double-check. If we do ask for the
minimum number please do not round to the nearest thousand, we actually would like to see
the minimum number.

A problem that seemed more prevalent this time than any other time concerns rounding. When
you do work on homework problems, please try to solve for the unknown variable
completely before you plug in numbers and calculate a numerical value. For problem 1c) I saw a
dozen different numbers. All these numbers were derived from the same equations but everybody
rounded to a different precision, plugged in numbers at a different stage of their calculation etc.

homework #2

4me239 mechanics of the cell

beth measuring cell traction force
brittany leukocyte activation
brandon, matthew vasculogenesis
cesare metastasis
mengli bone cells
ernst adipose cells
juna skin cells
dee ann, ian,vaishnav mechanics of cancer cells
livia dynamics of morphogenesis
alex artificial red blood cells
kamil directed stem cell differentiation
elliot, pamon, ben differentiation of mesenchymal cells
hwee juin mechanotransduction in intestinal cells
corey, alex optical stimulation of heart cells
elia,dong hyun,armen cytoskeletal remodeling in endothelial cells

final projects



55.1 motivation - law of laplace

law of laplace from free body diagram

65.1 motivation - energy minimization

law of laplace from energy minimization

young [1805], laplace [1806]

75.1.motivation - surface tension

concept of surface tension

85.2 biomembranes - structural elements

trusses, beams, walls, plates, membranes, shells



95.2 compare 3.2 biopolymers - energy

transverse deformation - bending

   euler bernoulli beam theory
• normals remain straight (they do not bend)
• normals remain unstretched (they keep the same length)
• normals remain normal (they remain orthogonal to the beam axis)

105.2 compare 3.2 biopolymers - energy

• axial deformation
• transverse deformation, scaled rotation of beam axis

   overall deformation = axial + transverse deformation

tension vs bending - trusses vs beams

115.2 biomembranes - energy

transverse deformation - bending

   kirchhoff love shell theory
• normals remain straight (they do not bend)
• normals remain unstretched (they keep the same length)
• normals remain normal (they remain orthogonal to the beam axis)

125.2 biomembranes - energy

   overall deformation = in plane + transverse deformation

tension vs bending - membranes vs shells



135.2 biomembranes - energy

   overall strain =  in plane (constant) + transverse (linear)

tension vs bending - membranes vs shells

145.2 biomembranes - energy

membrane equations - in plane deformation

kinematic equations

stress resultants

constitutive equations

equilibrium equations

155.2 biomembranes - energy

2d in-plane deformation - tension and shear

…this is just to show you
how you could derive
the force equilibrium

165.2 biomembranes - energy

membrane equations - in plane deformation

• equilibiaxial tension (without shear) > tensile stiffness

now, let’s look at some special cases…

• equilibiaxial tension (without shear) > area stiffness

• shear (without extension)     > shear stiffness



175.2 biomembranes - energy

membrane equations - in plane deformation

special case of equibiaxial tension (without shear)

185.2 biomembranes - energy

energy minimization

195.2 biomembranes - energy

energy minimization

compare to young and laplace solution

205.2 biomembranes - energy

normal force vs strain - extensional stiffness

stress resultants

… tensile stiffness



215.2 biomembranes - energy

normal force vs area strain - area expansion

special case of equibiaxial tension (without shear)

… area stiffness

225.2 biomembranes - energy

shear force vs shear strain - shear stiffness

special case of shear (without extension)

… shear stiffness

235.2 biomembranes - energy

different stiffness values

lipid bilayer
red blood cells

red blood cells

… shear stiffness

… area stiffness

… tensile stiffness

245.2 biomembranes - energy

the fluid mosaic model

singer & nicolson [1972]



255.2 biomembranes - energy

the fluid mosaic model

singer & nicolson [1972]

265.2 biomembranes - energy

   overall strain =  in plane (constant) + transverse (linear)

tension vs bending - membranes vs shells

275.2 biomembranes - energy

shell equations - out off plane deformation

kinematic equations

stress resultants equilibrium equations

constitutive equations

285.2 biomembranes - energy

pressure vs bending - bending stiffness

pressure bending relation

red blood cells

… membrane stiffness



29

tension vs bending - membranes vs shells

5.2 biomembranes - energy 305.2 biomembranes - red blood cells

red blood cells

erythrocytes, red blood cells are
essential to deliver oxygen to the
body via the blood flow through
the circulatory system. they take
up oxygen in the lungs and
release it while squeezing through
the body's capillaries. adult
humans have about 2-3 1013,
20-30 trillion, red blood cells
comprising about a quarter of the
total amount of cells in the human
body.

315.2 biomembranes - red blood cells

red blood cells

during its passage through the circulation, an erythrocyte that is 7 to 8 um in
diameter must elongate and deform to pass through 3 um diameter capillaries.
thus, during its 120-day life span, the erythrocyte must undergo extensive passive
deformation and must be mechanically stable to resist fragmentation.

red cell stiffness is influenced by three distinct cellular components:

• cell shape, which determines the surface to volume ratio A/V
   higher values of A/V facilitate deformation
• cytoplasmic viscosity, regulated by mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration
   influenced by alterations in cell volume
• membrane stiffness, which are regulated by multiple membrane properties,
   influenced by area stiffness, shear stiffness and bending stiffness

directly or indirectly, membrane components and their organization play an important
role in regulating each of the factors that influence cellular deformability

325.2 biomembranes - red blood cells

red blood cells

free body diagram

Fmem Fpre

free body diagram

FpreFmem1
Fmem2

Fpre = 0 
• from vertical force balance

• from horizontal force balance
Fmem1 = Fmem2

• from momentum balance
Fmem1 = Fmem2 =0



335.2 biomembranes - red blood cells

red blood cells

FpreFmem1
Fmem2

Fmem1 = Fmem2 =0

• unlike other cells, at rest, the red blood cell is in a stress free state
• it cannot compensate deformation through prestress

• volume cannot change (incompressible cytoplasm)
• membrane cannot stretch beyond 4% (cell lysis)

requirements upon deformation

• for spherical cells, there is no
  deformation mode to satisfy both
  criteria
• for biconcave cells, there is
  an infinite number of deformations

345.2 biomembranes - red blood cells

red blood cells

the biconcave shape of the normal red cell creates an advantageous
surface-to-volume ratio, allowing the red cell to undergo large
deformation while maintaining a constant surface area.

• the normal human adult red blood cell has a volume of
  V=90µm3 and a surface area of A=140µm2, A/V=1.56/um

• a sphere of an identical volume of V=90µm3, it would
  have a surface area of only A=98µm2, A/V=1.09/um

the bioconcave shape provides approximately 40 µm2 of excess
surface area, an extra 43%, that allows the red cell to undergo
large deformations without rupturing.

355.2 biomembranes - red blood cells

red blood cells

henry gray “anatomy of the human body” [1918]

fig. 453  human red blood corpuscles. highly magnified. a. seen from the surface. b. seen in
profile and forming rouleaux. c. rendered spherical by water. d. rendered crenate by salt solution.

365.2 biomembranes - red blood cells

sickle cell anemia is the most common form of sickle
cell disease. this is a serious disorder in which the body
makes sickle-shaped red blood cells. sickle-shaped
means that the red blood cells are shaped like a
crescent.

normal red blood cells are disc-shaped and look like
doughnuts without holes in the center. they move
easily through your blood vessels. red blood cells
contain hemoglobin, an iron-rich protein that gives blood
its red color. hemoglobin carries oxygen from the lungs to
the rest of the body.

sickle cells contain abnormal hemoglobin that causes the
cells to have a sickle, or crescent, shape. These cells
don't move easily through your blood vessels. they're
stiff and sticky and tend to form clumps and get
stuck in the blood vessels.

the clumps of sickle cells block blood flow in the blood
vessels in the limbs and organs. blocked blood vessels
can cause pain, serious infections, and organ damage.



375.2 biomembranes - red blood cells

alberts et al. [2008]

example: red blood cells

red blood cells must deform when they squeeze through small blood vessels. In this experiment, a red blood
cell is pushed and deformed with laser tweezers. it quickly springs back to its original shape because it has an
extremely tough cytoskeleton to which the plasma membrane is anchored. when the cell is placed in high salt
solution, however, the shape changes dramatically. driven by the difference in osmotic pressure, water rushes
out of the cell causing spikelike protrusions to form as the cell collapses.


